Five College Campus Tours

The tour locations are as follows:

- September 15: University of Massachusetts Amherst
- September 29: Hampshire College
- October 13: Amherst College
- October 20: Smith College

More Details

Apply for an Area Council EXEC BOARD

The Office of Residential Life is excited to announce an opportunity for first year students to apply to be an Area Council EXEC. There are up to two council positions (building residents hall). Individuals may run for Coordinator, Social Coordinator and President, Treasurer, Communications or any other Executive position! Positions: President, Vice President, Treasurer, Communications, Social Coordinator, and Coordinator. Join the Area Council. Students who live in Williston, North, South, and Appleton are members of the Area Council. Students who live in James, Stearns, and Charles Pratt are also encouraged to come in and meet our staff. They are Residents of Williston, North, South and Appleton should fill out an application (you must use your Amherst log in) and send it to sideslack@amherst.edu and bessy.birhanu@amherst.edu.

Apply to be an Area Council EXEC

For questions, contact Sidney Lin (slin17@amherst.edu) and Bessy Birhanu (bbirhanu17@amherst.edu), Coordinators of Area Council.

Tips and Tricks for Success
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